Software Asset & License Management Features
VIZOR’s Software Asset & License Management module follows ITIL best practices that makes it easier to
manage software licenses and associated purchases. Here are the top 10 features most beloved features by
our customers, followed by several features that makes VIZOR stand out from other solutions on the
market.
TOP 10 FEATURES
1. Timely Reminders
Stay on top of license subscriptions,
maintenance renewals and compliance position
with timely email alerts and reminders.

2. Effective License Position Report
Find out if you are license compliant by simply
viewing the Effective License Position report for
a status update.

Licensing Alerts
Get alerted when you surpass a certain number
of licenses. Likewise, set up alerts for when you
are non-compliant.

3. Managing Cloud and SaaS Subscriptions
Although known for managing lifecycles of
software licenses, VIZOR can manage
subscriptions as well.

4. Vendor Management
Store vendor information, like contracts and
warranties, with their corresponding software
licenses and purchases in VIZOR.

5. Powerful Reporting
Export one of the out-of-the-box reports or use
the custom report builder to extract the key
performance indicators most important to your
organization.

Subscribe to Reports
Simply subscribe to a report and set the
frequency you want to receive it. No need to
create reports every week or month!

VIZOR is available in the cloud or onpremises
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6. Active Directory Integration
Create new Active Directory accounts with
specific privileges for new employees and then
revoke access when they leave the company.
Also, use Active Directory to authenticate and
populate employees in VIZOR.

Import your Software Assets from a
spreadsheet!

7. Software Normalization
After obtaining the data about your software
assets from a spreadsheet, Microsoft SCCM or
our Discovery Tool, VIZOR transforms raw
inventory data into usable information for
license and software asset management by
eliminating noise from inventory data such as
garbage versions, patches and driver updates.

8. Employee Onboarding
Predetermine employee requirements and set up
VIZOR to automatically allocate the licenses to
new employees.

MANAGEMENT
Automate License Allocation
Automatically allocate licenses to the
appropriate employee or assign it to a
computer, department, or location.

Manual License Allocation
Manually allocate licenses to the appropriate
employee or assign it to a computer,
department, or location.

Multi-level Approvals
Streamline multi-level approvals with automated
reminders and contingencies when approvers
are on vacation.

Request Portal
Use the software license portal to help
streamline software requests and never leave IT
in the dark (no shadow IT) about new software
purchases.

9. Microsoft ECM Integration
Integration with Microsoft Endpoint
Configuration Manager (formerly known as
SCCM) makes it easy to complement your
current infrastructure with powerful IT Asset
Management processes from VIZOR.

10. Document Repository
Central repository for proof of purchases and
certificates related to your software assets.
Upload documents into VIZOR or link to
documents in your SharePoint and/or Alfresco
accounts.

License Compliance
VIZOR compares purchases to installations and
determines whether you are license compliant. It
supports different compliance schemes like per
CPU and per core licensing.
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License Recycling
Automatically remove licenses from employees
when they leave the company or change
departments.

License Key Allocation
Allocate license keys and serial numbers to
specific users or computers based on the
vendor’s requirements.

Track Costs
Easily track purchase costs, costs over time and
maintenance costs for your software licenses,
entitlements, and subscriptions. For example,
subscription web apps like Salesforce and cloud
computing platforms such as Amazon AWS and
Microsoft Azure.

Store Documents
Store documents related to your license
purchase agreements, maintenance contracts
and service costs in VIZOR.

License Reservation
A given quantity of software licenses can be
reserved for departments, projects or locations.
This allows managers to purchase licenses
centrally, but easily reserve given quantities for
segments of the organization. Any user or device
allocation automatically takes their allocation
from the appropriate reservation pool (for
example, an employee of that department).

Network Discovery
Grabs installations off Windows desktops,
laptops, servers and virtual machines into your
VIZOR solution.

EXPENDITURE
Set up Recurring Purchases
Monitor cloud or SaaS subscriptions by
automatically updating their costs in VIZOR.
Examples include Salesforce, Amazon AWS, and
Microsoft Azure.

Forecast Costs
Using the information it holds for previous
purchases, VIZOR can help you forecast software
expenditure.

EFFICIENCY
Reserved Licenses
From your pool of licenses, assign a group of
licenses to a department or project. The
manager can distribute accordingly.

Export Data
Quickly download software data in multiple
formats including CSV, XSL or HTML for reports.

Suite Consolidation
Group identified applications into suites or
software bundles.
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Activity Tracking
Track any changes made to a software asset (like
an update or new allocation) through the activity
log and the history.

License Key Discovery
Track discoverable license keys stored in
computers and link them to the appropriate
software asset or license record. For certain
software, this may help you identify potentially
incorrect installations.

PERSONALIZE
Custom Fields
Organizations can customize fields in their
VIZOR solution, allowing them to follow their
industry standards.

Custom Filters and Queries
VIZOR makes is easy to sort through data with
pre-set queries, categories, a search bar and the
ability to customize filters.

Personalized Dashboard
VIZOR's dashboard can be personalized to
display the key performance indicators most
important to your role.

Include Your Logo
Customize VIZOR’s color scheme and embed
your organization's logo for an improved
internal branding experience.

Usage Monitoring
With an agent on every computer, VIZOR can
track software usage for a deeper analysis of
your assets.

INTEGRATIONS
Notable integrations:
Lansweeper
Extend Lansweeper’s agent-less, multiple
platform network discovery capabilities with
VIZOR’s best practice IT Asset Management
processes.

Active Directory
Create new Active Directory accounts with
specific privileges for new employees and then
revoke access when they leave the company.

Email Integration
VIZOR integrates with email services including
on-premises Exchange and cloud-based Office
365.

VIZOR ADD-ONS
Some have additional costs:
Custom Licensing Compliance Engine
If a vendor has a unique license distribution,
VIZOR can support custom license compliance
calculations for an accurate Effective License
Position.

Purchasing Integration
Integrate with purchasing systems, from an Excel
Spreadsheet to Microsoft Dynamics. This allows
your team to view and simply select the relevant
purchase orders and/or line items and link them
to an appropriate license or subscription.
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QUICK LINKS
VIZOR Integrations
Enter the pricing calculator here
Schedule a demo here
Try VIZOR here

VIZOR is an award-winning tool that follows ITIL best practices.

CONTACT US
www.vizor.cloud | (+1) 770-622-2850 | ask@vizor.cloud
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